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Abstract
As a continuation of my paper [T. Fujisaki, A construction of amorphous association scheme from a pseudo-cyclic association
scheme, Discrete Math. 285(1–3) (2004) 307–311], we show a construction of amorphous association scheme which is a fusion
scheme of a direct product of two pseudo-cyclic association schemes with same ﬁrst eigenmatrix. By using this construction, we
can get at most three amorphous association scheme. We prove that if two pseudo-cyclic association scheme are non-isomorphic,
then these three amorphous association schemes are mutually non-isomorphic.
© 2007 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction
This paper is a continuation of my paper [4] which dealt with a construction of an amorphous association scheme
obtained by combining relations of a direct product of a symmetric pseudo-cyclic association scheme. By looking at
the ﬁrst eigenmatrix, it can be seen that the obtained association scheme is amorphous by Bannai–Muzichuk criterion.
So we can apply this construction for two symmetric pseudo-cyclic association schemes which are not necessarily
isomorphic but have same ﬁrst eigenmatrix.
By using the above result, for two non-isomorphic symmetric pseudo-cyclic association schemes X and X′, we
can construct three amorphous association schemes obtained from three direct products X × X, X × X′ and X′ × X′,
respectively. We will show that these three amorphous association schemes are mutually non-isomorphic if X and X′
are not thin. On 28 points there are two non-isomorphic pseudo-cyclic association schemes. One of two are constructed
by Mathon [3] and the another one is constructed by Hollmann [5]. These two schemes have the same ﬁrst eigenmatrix.
By using the above result, we can construct three non-isomorphic amorphous association schemes of class 5 obtained
from three direct products X× X, X× X′ and X′ × X′, respectively.
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2. Terminologies
LetX=(X, {Ri}0 id) be a symmetric association scheme. For i ∈ {0, . . . , d}, letAi be the adjacencymatrix of the
relation Ri and E0 := |X|−1J,E1, . . . , Ed (J is the all-one matrix) be the primitive idempotents of the Bose–Mesner
algebra of X. Then the matrix P = (pj (i))0 i,jd deﬁned by
(A0 A1 · · · Ad) = (E0 E1 · · · Ed)P
is called the ﬁrst eigenmatrix of X. The positive integers ki = pi(0) and mi = rankEi (i ∈ {0, . . . , d}) are called the
valencies and themultiplicities, respectively.We say thatX is pseudo-cyclic if there exists a positive integerm satisfying
mi = m for any i ∈ {1, . . . , d}. It is well-known that if X is pseudo-cyclic, then the above integer m satisﬁes
(1,m, . . . , m)P = (|X|, 0, . . . , 0).
Conversely, if there exists an integer m satisfying the above equation, then X is pseudo-cyclic (see [2, p. 63]).
A permutation  on X is said to be an automorphism of X if  ﬁxes any relation Ri , that is, for any Ri , (x, y) ∈ Ri
implies ((x), (y)) ∈ Ri . For two association schemes X= (X, {Ri}0 id) and X′ = (X′, {R′i}0 id), we say that
X and X′ are isomorphic if there exists a bijection  from X to X′ which satisﬁes for each relation Ri , there exists a
relation R′j such that {((x), (y)) | (x, y) ∈ Ri} = R′j . We call such bijection  isomorphism from X to X′.
For a partition 0 := {0},1, . . . ,d ′ of {0, . . . , d}, let Rt :=
⋃
k∈t Rk . If X = (X, {Rt }0 td ′) forms an
association scheme, then we call X a fusion scheme of X. If any such partition 0,1, . . . ,d ′ of {0, 1, . . . , d} forms
a fusion scheme of X, then we say that X is amorphous. For two symmetric association schemes X= (X, {Ri}0 id)
and X′ = (X′, {R′i}0 id ′), the direct product X× X′ is (X × X′, {R(i,j)}0 id,0 jd ′) where
R(i,j) := {((x, x′), (y, y′)) | (x, y) ∈ Ri, (x′, y′) ∈ R′j }.
In this paper, we deal with the case of X = X′ and d = d ′.
3. A construction of an amorphous association scheme
In the paper [4], we gave a construction of an amorphous fusion scheme of a direct product of a symmetric association
scheme X whose ﬁrst eigenmatrix is
P =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
1 k · · · k
1
...
d∑
i=1
iC
i−1
d
1
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
(1)
for some 1, 2, . . . , d , where Cd is the d × d matrix:
Cd :=
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
1
. . .
1
1
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
.
Since
(1, k, . . . , k)P = (dk + 1, 0, . . . , 0),
the association scheme X is pseudo-cyclic.
The obtained fusion scheme is amorphous by applying the Bannai–Muzichuk criterion (see [1]) on the ﬁrst eigenma-
trix. So if there exist two pseudo-cyclic association schemes X and X′ which have the same ﬁrst eigenmatrices with the
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form (1), then we can construct an amorphous fusion scheme of the direct product X× X′. The proof of the following
result is similar to that of Theorem 3.1 in [4].
Theorem 3.1. Let X= (X, {Ri}0 id) and X′ = (X, {R′i}0 id) be symmetric association schemes of class d whoseﬁrst eigenmatrix are both equal to
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
1 k · · · k
1
...
d∑
i=1
iC
i−1
d
1
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
(2)
for some 1, 2, . . . , d , where Cd is the d × d matrix:
Cd :=
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
1
. . .
1
1
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
.
Then the direct product X×X′ = (X×X, {R(i,j)}0 i,jd) has an amorphous fusion scheme (X×X, {Rt }0 td+2)
where 0 := {(0, 0)}, for t = 1, . . . , d,
t := {(i, j) | 1 i, jd, j − i ≡ t − 1 (mod d)} (t ∈ {1, . . . , d}),
d+1 := {(0, j) | 1jd}, and d+2 := {(i, 0) | 1 id}.
The ﬁrst eigenmatrix of (X × X, {Rt }0 td+2) is following:
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
1 dk2 · · · dk2 dk dk
1 −1 −1
... (dk + 1)Id − kJ d
...
...
1 −1 −1
1 −k · · · −k dk −1
1 −k · · · −k −1 dk
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
.
We denote this amorphous association scheme X× X′.
4. Three amorphous association schemes
Let X and X′ be association schemes with the assumption in Theorem 3.1. Then, by Theorem 3.1, we can construct
four amorphous association schemes:
X× X, X× X′, X′ × X and X′ × X′.
Let T0 be a permutation on X × X deﬁned by T0(x, y) = (y, x). Then T0 is an isomorphism from X× X′ to X′ × X.
Hence these two association schemes are isomorphic. In this section, we show that if X and X′ are non-isomorphic and
k2, then three amorphous association schemes X× X, X× X′ and X′ × X′ are mutually non-isomorphic.
Theorem 4.1. Let X = (X, {Ri}0 id) and X′ = (X, {R′i}0 id) be association schemes with the assumption in
Theorem 3.1. If X and X′ are not isomorphic and k2 in the matrix (1), then three amorphous association schemes
X× X, X× X′ and X′ × X′ are mutually non-isomorphic.
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Proof. Let {Rt }0 td+2 and {R′t }0 td+2 be sets of relations of X× X and X′ × X′, respectively. For y ∈ X,
let (x,X) := {(x, y) | y ∈ X} ⊆ X × X. Suppose that there exists an isomorphism T from X× X to X′ × X′. Fix
(x0, y0) ∈ R1 and put (x1, x′1) = T (x0, x0). Then
(x0, X) = {(x0, x0)} ∪ Rd+1(x0, x0).
So there exists j ∈ {0, 1, · · · , d + 2} which satisﬁes
T (x0, X) = {(x1, x′1)} ∪ R′j (x1, x′1).
Since |R′j (x1, x′1)| = |Rd+1(x0, x0)| = dk and k2, we have j = d + 1 or d + 2. Hence T (x0, X) = (x1, X) or
(X, x′1). Since the mapping T0 : (x, y) → (y, x) forms an isomorphism on X′ × X′, if T (x0, X) = (X, x′1), then by
replacing T to T0 ◦ T and interchanging x1 and x′1, we may assume that T (x0, x0) = (x1, x′1) and T (x0, X) = (x1, X),
that is, T maps Rd+1 to R′d+1 . It follows that T also maps Rd+2 to R
′
d+2 by the assumption k2. Moreover, we
have T (y0, X) = (y1, X) for some y1 ∈ X. From the assumption (x0, y0) ∈ R1, we have x0 
= y0. It follows that
(x1, X) 
= (y1, X), that is, x1 
= y1. From the construction of R′i , for each i ∈ {1, . . . , d}, there exists an element i′
in {1, . . . , d} satisfying that if (z, w) ∈ R′i then ((x1, z), (y1, w)) ∈ R′i′ . Conversely, if ((x1, z), (y1, w)) ∈ R
′
i′
then
(z, w) ∈ R′i .
Let  be a bijection onX deﬁned byT (x0, y)=(x1, (y)). ThenT (y0, y)=(y1, (y)). Indeed, since ((x0, y), (y0, y)) ∈
Rd+2 , we have ((x1, (y)), T (y0, y)) ∈ R′d+2 , which implies that T (y0, y) = (y1, (y)). For each i ∈ {1, . . . , d}, if
(z, w) ∈ Ri , then ((x0, z), (y0, w)) is in Ri . So ((x1, (z)), (y1, (w))) ∈ R′j ′ for some j ∈ {1, . . . , d}. It follows
that ((z), (w)) is in R′j . Hence  is an isomorphism from X to X
′
, which is a contradiction. Therefore X× X and
X′ × X′ are non-isomorphic. Similarly, X× X, X× X′and X′ × X′ are pairwise non-isomorphic. 
Example. Let X be a set of right cosets O(3, 8)/O−(2, 8). Then the left action of O(3, 8) on X × X has four orbits,
say R0 ={(x, x) | x ∈ X}, R1, R2 and R3, and X= (X, {Ri}0 i3) forms a pseudo-cyclic association scheme of class
3 whose ﬁrst eigenmatrix is
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
1 9 9 9
1 1 2 3
1 3 1 2
1 2 3 1
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ ,
which has a form of (1). where 1, 2 and 3 are the solutions of 3 + 2 − 9 + 1 = 0. Mathon constructed three
strongly regular graphs from unions of relations, R1 , R1 ∪R4 and R1 ∪R4 ∪R5 , on the amorphous association
scheme X× X. Hollmann [5] constructed another pseudo-cyclic association scheme X′ = (X, {R′i}0 i3) whose ﬁrst
eigenmatrix is same to that of X (see [3,6]).
Hollmann showed that X is not isomorphic to X′. So, the three amorphous association schemes, X× X, X× X′ and
X′ × X′ are mutually non-isomorphic by Theorem 4.1. The ﬁrst eigenmatrix of these amorphous association schemes
is as follows:
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
1 243 243 243 27 27
1 19 −9 −9 −1 −1
1 −9 19 −9 −1 −1
1 −9 −9 19 −1 −1
1 −9 −9 −9 27 −1
1 −9 −9 −9 −1 27
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
.
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